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The isolation of scholars in various fields concerned with resources problems continues to be a principal impediment to progress. . . . [R]esources problems are so complex that traditional lines of approach prove inadequate. . . . Rarely do we find the work of the lawyer and the non-lawyer appearing side by side. . . . The primary function of the [new] Journal is to meet this need. . . .

—from the Foreword of Vol. 1, No. 1, 1961
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A Regulatory Comparison of Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Disclosure Regimes in the United States, Canada, and Australia

ABSTRACT
Numerous state, provincial, and federal governments in the United States, Canada, and Australia have created guidelines, legislation, and/or regulations (or are in the process of doing so) in response to public concerns about water contamination from hydraulic fracturing. This article will compare and analyze three national regimes in the leading states and provinces in which laws have been amended, proposed, or adopted to address public concerns about the chemicals and additives in hydraulic fracturing fluids used to produce unconventional hydrocarbons. New regulations, recent legislative amendments, and, in some cases, new statutes have been proposed or adopted in the past few years. Most of the state and provincial laws require public disclosure of some information about the contents of hydraulic fracturing fluids. At the same time, governments interested in attracting investment capital to develop their shale oil and gas resources recognize the importance of protecting the intellectual property rights (trade secrets) of those parties that have developed hydraulic fracturing fluids.

INTRODUCTION
In response to declining conventional hydrocarbon reserves in the United States, horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing technologies are now used to facilitate commercial production from reservoirs such as coal seams and shale where historically it was not economic to do so.¹ Technological innovation has significantly increased natural gas production and oil in the United States, and American and Canadian oil and gas companies are in the process of exploring for and producing shale oil and gas in Canada.² After a meeting of Canadian energy ministers in
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August 2013 to discuss “responsible shale oil and gas development,” the following statement was issued:

Ministers recognized that the North American energy landscape is changing rapidly as technological innovation and increasing affordability of horizontal drilling and multi-stage fracturing technologies have unlocked vast unconventional ‘shale’ oil and gas resources . . . . Governments play a key role in modernizing existing policy and regulatory frameworks, to better understand the implications of its development for the environment and human health and safety, and engaging in meaningful communications and consultations with the public.3

During the period of 2004 to 2010, natural gas production through hydraulic fracturing of coal seams in Australia increased by 22 times, and has facilitated liquefied natural gas as the quickest growing national export commodity.4 Canada and Australia are following the United States’ lead in developing their shale gas resources, and all three countries are experiencing significant expansion of hydraulic fracturing.5

As shale hydrocarbon development has increased, the potential for water contamination from chemicals in hydraulic fracturing fluids has become a contentious issue.6 A variety of fluids have been developed and tailored to the properties of individual oil and gas reservoirs to facilitate economic hydrocarbon production in shales from which it was historically not economical to produce.7 Some of the fluids contain small amounts of chemicals and additives that may be hazardous, and residents in areas where hydraulic fracturing is proposed or has occurred have raised concerns about the potential for water contamination from the hydraulic fracturing process. In most cases it is oilfield service companies that fracture the wells, not the well operators, and it is these ser-

---

3. ENERGY & MINES MINISTERS’ CONFERENCE, RESPONSIBLE SHALE DEVELOPMENT: ENHANCING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE ON SHALE OIL AND GAS IN CANADA 3 (Yellowknife, Northwest Territories 2013).
vice companies that often have developed the fracturing fluids that are
used to produce oil and natural gas. Recently, landowners and environ-
mental non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in the United States and
Canada have demanded disclosure of the chemicals added to hydraulic
fracturing fluids. The owners of the hydraulic fracturing technology are
reluctant to disclose this information, and want to protect these trade
secrets from competitors.

This article focuses on the United States, Canada, and Australia
because the three countries are federal nations with considerable shale
fracking experience. The article evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of
the state, provincial, and federal government regulatory systems in
these countries. Legal systems in all three countries support the pro-
tection of intellectual property rights, including trade secrets, in their re-
spective oil and gas industries. In determining the extent to which the
contents of hydraulic fracturing fluids are to be disclosed, governments
weigh public health and safety concerns against potential economic ben-
efits. The experience in these three selected nations provides insight into
the different approaches used to manage the challenges posed by the
division of legislative powers in regard to environmental protection and
the promotion of oil and gas development investment in competing
states, provinces, and countries. In comparing the United States, Cana-
da, and Australia, the U.S. federal system is the oldest, from which the
drafters of the British North America Act (1867 Canadian Constitution)
have drawn lessons. In Australia there is a more recent federal constitu-

---

8. See, e.g., PTAC & SCEK, supra note 2, at 24.
9. POE LEGGETTE ET AL., NORTON ROSE FULLBRIGHT, TRADE SECRETS AND THE REGULA-
www.nortonrosefulbright.com/files/20140205-trade-secrets-and-the-regulation-of-hy-
draulic-fracturing-112410.pdf; John D. Furlow & John R. Hays Jr., Disclosure With Protection
of Trade Secrets Comes to The Hydraulic Fracturing Revolution, 7 TEX. J. OIL, GAS & ENERGY L.
10. The article examines the national laws of the United States, Canada, and Australia;
the U.S. states of Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Michigan, Montana, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, North Da-
kota, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming;
the Canadian provinces of Alberta, British Columbia, New Brunswick, and Saskatchewan;
and the Australian states of Queensland and Western Australia. See discussion infra Parts
III and IV.
11. See generally J. OWEN SAUNDERS, ED., MANAGING NATURAL RESOURCES IN A FEDERAL
STATE: ESSAY FROM THE SECOND BANFF CONFERENCE ON NATURAL RESOURCES LAW (Toronto:
Carswell, 1986) (example of a general discussion of this issue).
No. 5 (Can.), available at http://canlii.ca/t/idsw.
tion, one that has emerged by drawing upon the U.S. experience but applied in a British Commonwealth context, similar to Canada.\footnote{See Greg Taylor, The Division of Powers in Federal Systems: Comparative Lessons for Australia, in Gabrielle Appleby, Nicholas Aroney & Thomas John, eds., The Future of Australian Federalism: Comparative and Interdisciplinary Perspectives, 96, 98–99 (N.Y.: Cambridge University Press, 2012) (noting that the Australian model is based on a choice between the United States and Canadian models, with Canadian federalism historically influenced by U.S. federalism, and with the Australia system modeled closely after the United States).}

In Part I, the article explains the hydraulic fracturing process. Part II provides an overview of the regulatory frameworks in the United States, Canada and Australia. In Part III, the article discusses the federal laws that govern the disclosure of hazardous chemicals in each of the countries. Finally, Part IV examines the emerging state and provincial disclosure requirements in the United States, Canada, and Australia, with an emphasis on the type of information that needs to be disclosed to the general public, provisions regarding trade secret protection, and the disclosure of information for medical diagnosis and safety reasons, and concludes with an evaluation of the regulatory regime.

**I. THE CONTROVERSIES SURROUNDING HYDRAULIC FRACTURING**

For more than six decades, oil and gas well operators in the United States and Canada have fracked wells to increase the level and duration of hydrocarbon production.\footnote{Id.; Robert Bott et al., Our Petroleum Challenge: Canadian Resources, Global Market. 47, 58–60, 140 (J.J. Kubik, ed., 8th ed. 2013).} The modern technique began in 1947, when an improved hydraulic fracturing process was tested in Western Kansas and turned out to be a safer and more effective process for increasing natural gas production.\footnote{G.C. Howard & C.R. Fast, Hydraulic Fracturing: 8 (Henry L. Doherty ed., 1970).} Since then, the process has been deployed in other United States and Canadian oil and gas fields and in other hydrocarbon producing countries around the world.\footnote{Norman J. Hyne, Nontechnical Guide to Petroleum Geology, Exploration, Drilling, and Production 425 (2d ed. 2001); Bott et al., supra note 14, at 58–60, 140.}

Hydraulic fracturing is a process that increases the space in hydrocarbon-producing reservoirs and facilitates hydrocarbons to flow into the wellbore at a higher rate and in a larger volume.\footnote{U.S. Dept. of Energy, Hydraulic Fracturing: White Paper, A-1 (2004), available at http://www.epa.gov/ogwdw/uic/pdfs/cbmstudy_attach_uic_append_a_doe_whitepaper.pdf} In 2005, the American National Petroleum Council estimated that natural gas producers would frack 80 percent of U.S. natural gas wells drilled from 2005 to...
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As Daniel Steinway and Thomas Jackson note, “experts have estimated that over 90 [percent] of all oil and gas wells in the [United States] today” are hydraulically fractured. Without hydraulic fracturing, domestic unconventional oil and gas would be significantly limited.19 Wells are hydraulically fractured by injecting sand, water, and chemicals into oil and gas formations under pressure to create cracks or fractures in the rock that become conduits for hydrocarbons to flow into the wellbore.20 Fracking fluids usually consist of more than 90 percent water mixed with chemical polymers.21 The type of chemicals added to the hydraulic fracturing fluid can vary depending on the types of shale in different sedimentary basins due to a variety of geological conditions in various areas.22 Some chemicals added to hydraulic fracturing fluids may cause negative human health effects in their pure form,23 but these chemicals are significantly diluted in hydraulic fracturing fluids24 and are toxic to humans only through direct inhalation, ingestion, or skin contact.25

The concerns of landowners and environmental groups about water contamination and health and safety impacts have prompted litigation and investigation.26 The first lawsuit in Canada in which a land-
owner has alleged that water contamination has been caused by shale gas hydraulic fracturing operations is currently underway.\textsuperscript{27} In response to public concerns about water contamination, in 2004 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) initiated a multiphase study of the potential for water contamination from hydraulic fracturing fluids injected into coal bed methane (CBM) wells.\textsuperscript{28} The concerns about drinking water contamination have focused on the potential transport of hydraulic fracturing fluid to drinking water sources through fractures created in the hydraulic fracturing process.\textsuperscript{29}

In the first phase, the EPA completed a literature review surrounding the science of hydraulic fracturing and coal basins, requested information from state regulators and the public about groundwater contamination attributed to hydraulic fracturing, reviewed reports about contamination, and carried out visits to CBM fields.\textsuperscript{30} The EPA concluded that the risk of hydraulic fracturing fluid migration into subsurface aquifers can be significantly decreased by three factors: (1) the concentration and flow back of fluids; (2) underground mitigating effects; and (3) dense geological barriers.\textsuperscript{31} In addition, the EPA noted that the low concentration of potentially toxic chemicals in hydraulic fracturing fluids combined with effective fluid recovery practices would significantly decrease the risk to drinking water sources.\textsuperscript{32} Because the first phase of the EPA investigation ultimately revealed that there was no evidence directly linking hydraulic fracturing to water contamination and concluded that the injection of hydraulic fracturing fluids into CBM wells posed “little or no threat to” drinking water sources in the United States,\textsuperscript{33} the second phase—a more detailed, site-specific study of contamination complaints—did not proceed.\textsuperscript{34}

Numerous state and provincial governments have developed regimes directed toward the public disclosure of hydraulic fracturing fluids. These provisions tie into existing national governmental laws that and contaminated the water supply utilized by the Plaintiffs.”); Fiorentino v. Cabot Oil & Gas Corp., 750 F.Supp. 2d 506, 509 (M.D. Pa. 2010) (“Plaintiffs allege that the Defendants improperly performed hydraulic fracturing and other natural gas production activities which allowed the release of methane, natural gas, and other toxins onto the Plaintiffs’ land and into their groundwater.”).

\textsuperscript{27} Ernst v. EnCana Corp., 2013 ABQB 537.
\textsuperscript{28} EPA USDW EVALUATION 2004, supra note 21, at 1-2, 1-7.
\textsuperscript{29} Id. at 1-6.
\textsuperscript{30} Id.
\textsuperscript{31} See id. at 7-5
\textsuperscript{32} See id. at 4-3 (noting that “fluid and fluid additives may contain constituents of potential concern,” but also that the constituents are “significantly diluted”); see id. at 4-15.
\textsuperscript{33} Id. at 7-5.
\textsuperscript{34} Id. at 7-5.
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regulate the broader area of toxic chemical and hazardous substances disclosure for health, safety, and environmental protection. Before examining the emerging state and provincial regimes, this article will first provide an overview of the regulatory frameworks in the three countries, and consider the pre-existing federal government reporting and disclosure requirements for hazardous chemicals.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, AND AUSTRALIA

Jurisdiction over oil and gas and water resources can be based on ownership and on specific legislative powers outlined in the respective constitutions of the United States, Canada, and Australia. The foundations for federal or state/provincial jurisdiction may be aligned or be in tension. The U.S. federal experience in regard to jurisdiction over mineral development and environmental regulation reflects regional diversity. In particular, the federal government secured those regions outside of the original Thirteen Colonies (even though some also ceded some land to the federal government) through cessions from foreign governments, including Spain and France. Historically, the U.S. federal government initially owned large pieces of land from which it created numerous states, rather than bringing together states that previously owned land. When the federal government created a state, it frequently reserved much of the land and the minerals to itself. In several states, the U.S. federal government still owns more than two-thirds of the land of the state, in particular in Western states where unconventional oil and gas development is proceeding. The impact of federal ownership on Western states has prompted significant conflict, and several county and state governments have attempted to challenge federal jurisdiction.

38. Id.
In Canada, Section 109 of the Constitution Act, 1867 provides that provincial governments own the oil, gas, and other natural resources on provincial lands. Much of the unconventional gas development to date has occurred on provincial lands. As a result, provincial regulators in major oil and gas producing provinces such as Alberta and British Columbia play a key role in regulating unconventional oil and gas development, including taking the lead in developing requirements for public disclosure of hydraulic fracturing fluid contents. This is similar to the United States, where numerous state governments have changed existing laws or developed new laws in response to the public demand for more information about the chemical contents of hydraulic fracturing fluids.

Divided jurisdiction between federal and state/provincial governments in the United States and Canada has prompted coordination challenges with regard to energy and environmental issues. Federal trade secret protection laws may be at odds with state/provincial laws regulating the disclosure of chemical fluid contents. As far as some natural resource issues are concerned, there is the long-standing practice of “cooperative federalism,” in which the federal and state or provincial governments have coordinated their activities within their respective spheres of jurisdiction to address issues.

Due to its lack of federal lands, Australia’s national government is in a substantially different position than the federal governments in North America. The legislative powers of the Australian Commonwealth (federal government) are outlined in the Australian Constitution. The trade and commerce powers, external affairs powers, and jurisdiction in relation to Aboriginal issues are all relevant to mineral development. The Commonwealth powers have been applied to regulate mineral development, especially during the era of broad judicial read-

42. See ERIN RYAN, FEDERALISM AND THE TUG OF WAR WITHIN 93–97 (Oxford: Oxford University Press 2011). In Canada, the federal government and most of the provincial governments have concluded agreements to coordinate the environmental assessment process; to manage and regulate the development of offshore oil and gas resources in Atlantic Canada, the Newfoundland and Nova Scotia governments have entered into agreements with the federal government. See PENNY BECKLUMB & TIM WILLIAMS, FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT. OVERVIEW OF THE LAW AND RECENT ISSUES Pub. No. 2011-87-E (Library of Parliament 2011).
44. Commonwealth of Australia Act, 1900 (Cth), ss. 51(i), 51(xxix), 51 (xxvi).
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ings of Commonwealth enunciated constitutional powers. Federal legislative powers regarding oil and gas regulation are limited to the corporations power (s51(20) of the Constitution), and interstate and overseas trade (s51(i)). Therefore, the Australian federal government has jurisdiction only within its specifically enumerated constitutional powers, with all other jurisdiction under the regulatory ambit of the states. The residual constitutional power in Australia is explicitly at the state level, with most mineral resources also subject to proprietary ownership at the state level. Ownership, and therefore the regulation, of mineral and petroleum resources fall within the regulatory jurisdiction of the individual states. The exception is the so-called “water-trigger,” a matter of national environmental significance under section 24D of the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth), which requires all CBM activities (although not shale gas activities)48 to be referred to the Commonwealth for assessment and approval.49

Due to a difference in the historical pattern of private land ownership and more significant role for the U.S. federal government in mineral development, there appears to be a more centralized model of federalism in the United States than in Canada. Australia and Canada are more similar in their approach to oil and gas jurisdictional issues; however, Australia’s division of powers concerning oil and gas appears to be more decentralized than in Canada.

---

45. This era occurred particularly during the late 1970s and the 1980s, where the High Court of Australia was judicially active, considerably expanding the scope of several enumerated powers under s51 of the constitution. In particular the External Affairs power, s51 (xxix), was expanded with the decision of Commonwealth v. Tasmania 158 CLR 1 (1983). See PAUL MARTIN ED., ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY 197 (2012).

46. Commonwealth of Australia Act, 1900 (Cth), ss. 51 (20), 51 (i); Richard Cullen, The Encounter Between Natural Resources and Federalism in Canada and Australia, 24 UNIV. BRIT. COLUM. L. REV. 275, 277–78 (1990).

47. See Crommelin, supra note 43, at 296. The Commonwealth Government had held proprietary ownership rights to resources in the Northern Territory but transferred all such rights other than those related to uranium to the territorial government when Northern Territory self-government was established in 1978. Id. at 300–301. Self-government was pursuant to the Northern Territory (Self Government) Act, 1978 (Cth).

48. Coal bed methane, also known as coal seam gas, is methane that has been extracted from coal seams. This usually occurs through the dewatering of coal measures, and generally involves the use of hydraulic fracturing in less than 10 percent of cases. Conversely, shale gas is the extraction of methane from the geologically tight shale rock formations. The extraction of shale gas requires the use of hydraulic fracturing to create porosity and permeability in the shale rocks. See generally Allan Ingelson, Sustainable Development and the Regulation of the Coal Bed Methane Industry in the United States, 20 J. NAT. RES. & ENVTL. L. 51 (2005-2006).

III. PRE-EXISTING FEDERAL LAWS GOVERNING THE DISCLOSURE OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS

A. United States

In the United States, state occupational health and safety statutes require disclosure of hazardous chemical information on Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS).\textsuperscript{50} For many years the MSDS reporting system has provided trade secret protection for hazardous products.\textsuperscript{51} In the United States petroleum industry, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is the main federal government agency that regulates shale oil and gas development on federal onshore lands.\textsuperscript{52} Regulations designed for conventional oil and gas exploration govern drilling and hydraulic fracturing activities, including those in the emerging shale gas industry, were created in 1982 and revised in 1988.\textsuperscript{53} Several scholars have noted a lack of rigor in U.S. federal regulations to prompt disclosure about the chemical and additive contents of hydraulic fracturing fluids.\textsuperscript{54} New federal legislation has been proposed, which is called the Fracturing Responsibility and Awareness of Chemicals Act.\textsuperscript{55} The proposed act would eliminate an exemption for hydraulic fracturing under the Safe Drinking Water Act.\textsuperscript{56} The proposed legislation provides for the disclosure of detailed information about the contents of hydraulic fracturing fluids both before hydraulic fracturing operations proceed and after the industrial operations are completed.\textsuperscript{57}

The proposed federal legislation mandates public disclosure of the total volume of water used in the fluid and the trade name, supplier, purpose, ingredients, Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) number, maximum ingredient concentration in additive (percent by mass), and maximum ingredient concentration in hydraulic fracturing fluid (percent by

\textsuperscript{50}\textsuperscript{51}\textsuperscript{52}\textsuperscript{53}\textsuperscript{54}\textsuperscript{55}\textsuperscript{56}\textsuperscript{57}
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mass) for each chemical used (including base fluid). For hydraulic fracturing operations on U.S. federal lands, to qualify for trade secret status the operator must submit to the BLM an affidavit that identifies the federal statute or regulation that allows withholding of the information from the BLM or prohibits the BLM from disclosing the information; affirms that the information is not publicly available; and affirms that the release of the information would likely harm the operator’s competitive position. The information is to be provided to the BLM or disclosed on the FracFocus website.

B. Canada

Canada’s provincial occupational health and safety statutes also require disclosure of hazardous chemical information on Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS). As has been the case in the United States, oil companies in Canada are investigating the potential for shale oil and gas production from federal lands. Canada’s national energy regulator, the National Energy Board (NEB), recently released a new federal regulatory development in September 2013, including new information filing requirements for hydraulic fracturing operations and fluid contents applicable on federal lands in northern Canada (the Northwest Territories and Nunavut). In these territories, hydraulic fracturing of oil and gas wells is regulated under the Canada Oil and Gas Operations Act. According to the 2013 “Filing Requirements For Onshore Drilling Operations Involving Hydraulic Fracturing,” applications for authorizations for drilling and hydraulic fracturing operations are to include an “Environmental Protection Plan” (EPP). Filing requirement 19 indicates that the applicant is to “[d]escribe the procedures for the selection, evaluation, and use of chemical substances, including process chemicals and drilling fluid ingredients.” The 19th filing requirement does not prescribe

59. See id. at 8.
61. MURRILL & VANN, supra note 58, at 5.
62. LIEGGETT ET AL., supra note 9, at 9.
65. NAT’L ENERGY BD., supra note 63, at 13.
more specific information than what is indicated above. The 20th filing requirement directs the applicant to “[i]ndicate if the applicant is willing to publically disclose the chemicals used in the hydraulic fracture fluids.”

At this time it is unclear whether the NEB will approve hydraulic fracturing programs in the future unless the operator is prepared to disclose the types of chemicals and additives to be used. There is also a lack of clarity as to the specific information that may or may not need to be disclosed to the Canadian federal energy regulator. However, in regard to Canadian voluntary best industry practices, it is interesting to note that in 2011 the leading national upstream oil industry association (called the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP)) adopted “new industry guiding principles and operating practices for hydraulic fracturing” and that the “industry actively supports disclosing the content of fracturing fluids in operations.”

All substances manufactured or used in Canada, including those in hydraulic fracturing fluids, have been regulated by the federal government under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA) since 1999. The Act provides for the evaluation of human health and environmental risks from these substances and creates timelines for the regulation of toxic substances. CEPA has protected the environment for several decades by establishing a national framework under which no new substances, including chemicals in hydraulic fracturing fluids, can be introduced into the country prior to an evaluation of their toxicity. The legislation requires that the manufacturer of a new substance notify Canada’s Federal Minister of the Environment and furnish comprehensive information about the substance. At the time that the party submits information to support the notification about the new substance, a request in writing may be made to treat the information as confidential under the Hazardous Products Act. To protect the health and safety of workers, suppliers of substances controlled under the CEPA need to provide health and safety information on the labels of containers and in MSDS reports, including the identity of the chemical in a product if it exceeds the specified minimum concentration:

66. Id. at 14.
67. BOTT ET AL., supra note 14, at 60.
69. Id. §§ 45, 46(5).
70. Id. §§ 70 to 71.
72. In the context of hydraulic fracturing fluids, the information that must be provided to support a claim of confidentiality includes the following:
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If the requirements of the Act are satisfied, the Canadian federal government recognizes the confidentiality of the trade secret claimed by a hydraulic fracturing fluid developer or owner. The Controlled Product Regulations provide further details on the information reporting process in Canada. As in the United States, if publication of the specific identity of a substance would cause the loss of a trade secret, the party concerned about protecting its trade secret must employ a masked name to avoid discovery of the specific chemistry of the substance in question. Unlike the United States, Canada’s Hazardous Materials Information Review Act requires oversight by a special federal government agency called the Hazardous Materials Review Commission, which reviews and registers information pertaining to trade secrets.

C. Australia

In Australia, the Industrial Chemicals (Notification and Assessment) Act requires the industrial chemicals used in drilling and hydraulic fracturing to be listed on the national Australian Inventory of Chemical Substances, which is maintained by the National Industrial Chemicals Notification and Assessment Scheme (NICNAS). All new chemicals, including those used for fracking, must be assessed by NICNAS. Most chemicals listed on NICNAS have not been assessed for human health and environmental impacts, nor has NICNAS assessed

1. The hydraulic fracturing fluid company claims that the information is confidential;
2. The company reports that the information pertaining to the hydraulic fracturing fluid is not publicly available;
3. The information is not, and in the past has not been reasonably obtainable by third parties through a legitimate vehicle, except with the notifier’s consent;
4. The party has made reasonable efforts and will continue those efforts to protect the confidentiality of the hydraulic fracturing fluid;
5. If the contents of the hydraulic fracturing fluid are disclosed, that disclosure may be reasonably expected to cause significant damage to the competitiveness of the hydraulic fracturing fluid company;
6. The company indicates that disclosure of the hydraulic fracturing fluid contents may be reasonably expected to cause significant financial loss to itself or significant financial gain to a competitor.

See Leggette et al., supra note 9, at 19.

73. Id.
74. Controlled Products Regulations, SOR/80-66 (Can.).
75. Masked Name Regulations, SOR/94-261 (Can.).
77. Id. §§ 11, 13, 15.
any chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing.\textsuperscript{79} The Australian government recognizes this gap in chemical assessment, and a joint project between NICNAS, the Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), the Department of Environment, and Geoscience Australia is currently undertaking an independent assessment of the chemicals used in drilling and hydraulic fracturing associated with CBM.\textsuperscript{80} This study will assess the occupational, public health, and environmental risks associated with the chemicals used in the hydraulic fracturing process.\textsuperscript{81} Similarly, new legislation in Western Australia, Australia’s leading shale gas jurisdiction, has introduced strict mandatory disclosure requirements that are fully supported by the peak producers’ body of the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association (APPEA).

The American, Canadian, and Australian governments have created regimes at the federal level that address health and safety concerns associated with controlled substances generally. Although some of these substances include chemicals that may be added to hydraulic fracturing fluids, the studies are not specifically concerned with such chemicals. At the state/provincial level, however, regimes are emerging that are explicitly directed toward hydraulic fracturing fluids.

\section*{IV. EMERGING STATE AND PROVINCIAL DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS}

\subsection*{A. United States}

Significant changes have occurred in U.S. state regulatory systems during the last five years. For example, Wyoming received criticism for the lack of a rigorous environmental protection regulatory framework to manage the environmental impacts from unconventional natural gas wells in the Powder River Basin.\textsuperscript{82} As a result, in September 2010 its state government became the first to change its regulatory system to compel disclosure of hydraulic fracturing fluid contents to the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (WOGCC).\textsuperscript{83} The state regulations outline

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{80} Id.
\bibitem{81} Id.
\bibitem{83} See Murrill & Vann, supra note 58, at 10.
\end{thebibliography}
the disclosure process to be followed, the parties responsible for providing the information, the type of information that must be disclosed, and the time by which the information must be provided.84 Detailed information about the chemical contents of the fluids must be disclosed to the Wyoming oil and gas industry regulator, including all proposed “chemical additives, compounds and concentrations or rates to be mixed and injected” during each stage in the hydraulic fracturing process.85 However, Wyoming exempts the disclosure of fluid information to the public if the oil and gas operator claims that the information is a trade secret. This is not unusual, as most state governments endorse the protection of trade secrets claimed by developers and owners of hydraulic fracturing fluids.86 In Wyoming, for example, trade secret protection for fluids is recognized in the Wyoming well stimulation guidelines.87 However, the state law does not address how a request for the protection of trade secrets will be evaluated, or what standard will be used to decide whether the information will be confidential under the Public Records Act,88 and this prompted a lawsuit.89

In 2012, several environmental groups in Wyoming initiated a lawsuit alleging that the WOGCC (1) failed to adequately scrutinize the validity of a request for trade secret protection, and (2) applied the confidentiality protection afforded under the Wyoming Public Records Act too broadly.90 In the litigation, the plaintiffs argued that the state government should require disclosure of all hydraulic fracturing fluid chemicals used in an operation.91 They argued that an operator should only be

84. Oil Gen ch. 3 WYO. CODE R. § 45(a)–(h) (2014).
85. Oil Gen ch. 3 WYO. CODE R. § 45(d). (The guidelines for well stimulation provides that the Owner or Operator shall provide detailed information about the chemical additives, compounds, and concentrations or rates proposed to be mixed and injected.).
86. Examples of states that recognize and support trade secret claims include: Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and Wyoming. See discussion supra Part IV.A.
87. Oil Gen ch. 3 WYO. CODE R. § 45(f).
88. WYO. STAT. ANN. § 16-4-201 (2013).
89. An environmental group challenged a decision of a WOGCC supervisor that the contested information was a trade secret and therefore did not have to be disclosed to the public based on section 203(d)(v) of the Wyoming Public Records Act, WYO. STAT. ANN. §16-4-203(d)(v). The district court affirmed the Supervisor’s decision, decided in favor of the state, and concluded that the agency’s supervisor acted neither arbitrarily nor capriciously. This decision was appealed, and now the Wyoming Supreme Court has ruled. Powder River Basin Resource Council v. Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission and Halliburton Energy Services, Inc., 2014 WY 37, 320 P.3d 222 (Wyo. 2014).
91. See Powder River Basin, 320 P.3d at 227.
allowed to withhold the fluid chemical formula if it can successfully
prove that there will be particular harm if that information is disclosed.92
The hydraulic fracturing fluid formula developer, on the other hand, ar-

gued that if the specific chemicals are disclosed, industry competitors
could determine the formula and secure a competitive advantage.93 The
district court affirmed the Supervisor of the Oil and Gas Commission’s
denial of a request for public records specifying the chemicals used in
hydraulic fracturing operations, and the environmental NGOs appealed.

On March 12, 2014, the Wyoming Supreme Court held that the
appellants did not follow the specified procedures regarding the disclo-
sure of information required under the Wyoming Public Records Act.
The court concluded that it was the responsibility of the district court to
independently determine whether hydraulic fracturing fluid information
had to be disclosed, instead of reviewing the administrative decision of
the Supervisor. Since Wyoming’s adoption of disclosure laws in 2010,
numerous state governments have followed suit and have amended their
legislation or regulations, and some are in the process of doing so.94

In this section, the article explores the regulatory systems of U.S.
states, including the type of information to be disclosed, trade secret pro-
tection, time of disclosure, and disclosure for health and safety reasons.
Many U.S. states mandate the disclosure of detailed information about
the chemicals and additives in hydraulic fracturing fluids.95 A California
law, for example, provides that the identification of chemical constitu-
ents of fluid additives, concentrations of additives, the chemical compo-
sition of flow back fluids, and health and safety data are not considered

---

92. Id.
93. Id. at 243.
94. California is one example where comments on draft regulations are being solicited.
See CAL. GOV’T, DEP’T OF CONSERVATION, “DISCUSSION DRAFT” OF CALIFORNIA HYDRAULIC
FRACTURING REGULATIONS RELEASED, available at http://www.conservation.ca.gov/dog/
general_information/Pages/DDraftHFRegs.aspx.
95. These states include Louisiana (Hydraulic Fracture Stimulation Operations, La.
ADMIN. CODEtit. 439, pt. XIX, § 118 (1911)); Mississippi (Mississippi State Oil & Gas Board
(MSOGB), Rule 1.26—Requirements for Hydraulic Fracture Stimulation—Report of Shooting
or Treating); New Mexico (N.M. CODE R. § 19.15.16.19(B), (2012)); Colorado (COLO. SEC’y
STATE, DEP’T OF NAT. RES., OIL & GAS CONSERVATION COMM’N, PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
200-SERIES: GENERAL RULES); Texas (16 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 3.29 (2012)); Utah (Utah ADMIN.
CODE, r. 649-3-39 (2013)); Montana (Montana Board of Oil and Gas, Final Hydraulic Frac-
turing Rules, MONT. ADMIN. R. 36.22.1106 (2011)); New York (Bill S2284-2013); Penn-
sylvania (Pennsylvania Oil and Gas Act, 58 PA. CONS. STAT. §§ 3222(b.1) & 3222.1
(Hydraulic Fracturing Chemical Disclosure Requirements) (2012)); West Virginia (W. VA.
CODE § 22 (Environmental Resources)); Michigan (STATE OF MICHIGAN, DEP’T OF ENVTL.
QUALITY, SUPERVISOR OF WELLS INSTRUCTION 1-2011: HIGH VOLUME HYDRAULIC FRACTURING
WELL COMPLETIONS); and California (California Legislature, 2013 to 2014 Regular Session,
Assembly Bill No. 7).
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to be a trade secret. Other state governments, such as Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas, require disclosure of the chemical family of additives to hydraulic fracturing fluid.

In states such as Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana, and New Mexico, the type of information that needs to be disclosed is limited to hazardous chemicals, which are regulated under the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). In New Mexico, the division does not require the reporting of information beyond the MSDS data. Other state governments do not limit their public disclosure requirements to chemicals regulated under OSHA. Currently in the United States, the information to be disclosed is inconsistent among the states. This can lead to confusion on the part of companies operating in more than one state, and public questioning as to why uniform information is not disclosed throughout the country.

State laws also vary in their disclosure requirements. Some states require the disclosure of a CAS number when it is available, while other states do not require such disclosure. In some states, hydraulic

102. Indiana, Michigan, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Utah, and West Virginia.
fracturing fluid developers or owners are explicitly required to substantiate their claim for trade secret protection, but in other states there is no such requirement.103 Some states allow members of the public to challenge a fluid developer’s claim for trade secret protection,104 while in others there is no explicit provision to do so. In states such as Colorado, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Texas, the state governments have specified a process for challenging the developer’s claim for trade secret protection.105

Several states regulate provision of fluid information disclosure for health and safety reasons, as with the proposed federal legislation.106 Medical reasons are invoked for the disclosure of information about the chemical contents of the fluids in some states.107 However, other state governments do not provide for disclosure, even to assist with the diagnosis and treatment of workers exposed to hydraulic fracturing fluid chemicals in the event of a fluid spill or release.108

With respect to the timing of information disclosure, the majority of state governments require disclosure of the contents of the hydraulic fracturing fluids only after the hydraulic fracturing operations have been performed. Other states require disclosure both before and after the hydraulic fracturing operations.109 Often, the information must be disclosed

---

103. Such as Arkansas, California, Colorado, Illinois, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, West Virginia, and Wyoming. See infra text accompanying notes 104 to 110.


105. In Colorado, there are two ways to challenge the trade secret: 1) via complaint to the Director of the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (COLO. CODE REGS. 404-1-522 (1994)); or 2) via district court action pursuant to the Oil and Gas Conservation Act, COLO. REV. STAT. § 34-60-114 (1963); in Ohio, challenges are governed by OHIO REV. CODE ANN., §1509.10(H)(1) (2012); in Pennsylvania, the process for challenge is governed by 58 PA. CONS. STAT. §3222 (2012), see also VINSON & ELKINS LLP, HYDRAULIC FRACTURING FLUID DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS (2013), available at http://www.velaw.com/uploadedFiles/VEsite/Resources/HydraulicFracturingFluidDisclosureRequirements.pdf; in Texas, the process is described in 16 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 3.29(1)(3) (2012).


108. For example, Indiana, Michigan, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Utah, and Wyoming.

109. Alabama, Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas and Utah. Only California, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, West Virginia, and Wyoming also require disclosure before the hydraulic fracturing operations occur.
within 30 days of completing the hydraulic fracturing operations, but in some states a longer period of 60 days is allowed.\textsuperscript{110}

In the United States, the stringency of regulations regarding hydraulic fracturing fluid content disclosure at the state level differs significantly, even though numerous states have modelled their legislation based on the approach adopted in Texas and subsequently followed in Pennsylvania. The requirements describing the information that needs to be disclosed vary widely in each state and this lack of uniformity prompts confusion for oil and gas companies that operate in several states. Another weakness of the regulatory system in the United States is that in some state regulations disclosure is limited to hazardous chemicals only. The level of detail on chemicals and additives required to be disclosed often depends on how the states address the issue of trade secret protection, as the legislation and regulations usually allow companies to withhold information from disclosure at the regulator’s discretion or to submit fewer details about proprietary chemicals, except, perhaps, in emergencies. Even if a disclosure law does not prevent information from public disclosure, other state laws, such as an exemption in an open records law, may do so. Finally, the lack of established criteria for evaluating trade secret protection claims is another weakness of the regulatory regime in the United States.

However, there are states that have strengthened their disclosure requirements by asking applicants to substantiate those claims. It is important to have a process in place to challenge trade secret claims because it facilitates increased public scrutiny, increases process transparency, and builds public confidence in the regulatory process. With regard to the timing of disclosure, a few state laws require at least some disclosure of information about fracturing fluid chemical composition before fracturing is performed, but these states typically require less detailed information to be provided before fracturing than afterward. Overall, while the United States does have requirements in each state for the disclosure of hydraulic fracturing fluid contents, the inconsistent state regulations creates confusion, particularly for oil and gas companies operating in more than one state.

B. Canada

Unconventional hydraulic fracturing operations in shales are more recent in Canada than in the United States due to the fact that this

innovative extraction technology was pioneered in the state of Texas. To date, only three provinces, British Columbia, Alberta, and New Brunswick, have created more detailed provisions to regulate hydraulic fracturing fluids.111

1. British Columbia

British Columbia (B.C.) has hosted most of the shale gas exploration and production operations in Canada thus far.112 In B.C., the main provincial oil and gas industry regulator is the B.C. Oil and Gas Commission (OGC), pursuant to the Oil and Gas Activities Act.113 In November 2013, a joint press release from the OGC, the B.C. Ministry of Natural Gas Development, and the Alberta Energy Regulator estimated that there is 449 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of marketable natural gas in the Montney formation.114 On January 1, 2012, the OGC mandated public disclosure of the contents of hydraulic fracturing fluids.115 The B.C. Drilling and Production Regulation requires specific information to be collected by the well permit holder, recorded in hydraulic fracturing fluid records, and provided to the provincial regulator within 30 days after the completion of the well.116 Section 37 provides that “[t]he well holder must provide records detailing the type, quality and supplier of every chemical ingredient injected into the well.”117 Indeed, the well permit holder must maintain detailed records of the composition of all fracking fluids that are used in a well for which the well permit holder is responsible, including, but not limited to, the well authorization number; the fracture date; an identification of the fluid ingredients and a description of the purpose of each; an identification of the ingredient concentration in the additive and in the hydraulic fracturing fluid; the chemical ab-

112. BOTTE ET AL., supra note 14, at 59.
113. PRECHT & DEMPSTER, supra note 111, at 8.
115. PRECHT & DEMPSTER, supra note 111, at 9.
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stract service number of each ingredient; an identification of the total volume of water injected with the ingredients; and the trade name and supplier of each ingredient.118

As with U.S. states, the province of B.C. supports the protection of trade secrets. For any ingredient that is subject to a claim for exemption through the Hazardous Material Information Review Act, the registry number must be provided.119 However, a special federal government agency, the Hazardous Materials Review Commission, has to review and register information pertaining to trade secrets.120

2. Alberta

On December 19, 2012, the provincial oil industry regulator, the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER),121 announced its decision to increase public access to information about the contents of hydraulic fracturing fluids used in the province and issued Directive 059.122 Sections 2.4 and 4.3.1 of the directive provide for the disclosure of detailed information about the contents of hydraulic fracturing fluids: “[l]icensees must submit summary electronic fracture fluid composition and fracture fluid water source data to the ERCB within 30 calendar days from the conclusion of an operation.”123

Directive 059 requires licensees to disclose “fracture components” such as carrier fluids, proppants, and additives to the fracture fluid,124 as

118. Id. at § 37.
121. On June 17, 2013, the decades old Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB) was replaced by a new oil and gas industry regulator called the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) in order to streamline the provincial oil and gas project approval process. See Responsible Energy Development Act, Alta. Reg., 90/2013, (2014).
123. Directive 059, supra note 122, at § 2.4.
124. The following information must be provided to the AER:
   1. Carrier Fluid including the Fluid Type from the list provided in the AER user guide; the volume of carrier fluid in cubic metres to be used;
well as “component ingredients.” For each ingredient, certain information is to be provided to the AER. However, if the ingredient is considered to be a trade secret, the information will be withheld from the public.

Therefore, as in the United States, the Alberta provincial government also recognizes and supports the protection of trade secrets. For substances considered to be hazardous under the Hazardous Materials Information Review Act (HMIRA), the AER follows the Act and allows trade secrets to be protected from disclosure through the provisions of HMIRA registry numbers. In the absence of the AER Directive 059, it would be more difficult to protect a trade secret involving non-hazardous ingredients for which HMIRA registrations are unavailable. However, as some oil and gas companies are now developing fracturing

2. Proppant—the type of Proppant used as indicated on the list in the user guide; Trade Name—the trade name of the proppant, i.e., the name that the supplier uses to identify the proppant; and Supplier—the name of the proppant supplier.

3. Additive—when Additive is to be used, the following information is to be provided: Trade Name—the trade name of the additive, i.e., the name that the supplier uses to identify the additive; Supplier—the name of the additive supplier; Purpose—the purpose of the additive indicated on the user list. If an additive has more than one purpose, the primary purpose is to be indicated. Volume/Weight—the volume or weight of the additive used is to be provided; Unit of Measure—the unit of measure for the additive from the list in the user guide. \textit{Id.} at s. 4.3.1.

125. Each component-type record must have one or more component ingredients attached. For each component-type, the licensee is to provide a maximum concentration for all ingredients that must total a minimum of 100 percent. For each fractured-interval record, the maximum concentration in the hydraulic fracturing fluid indicates the maximum concentration of all ingredients in all component types and must be a minimum of 100 percent. \textit{Id.} at s. 4.3.1.b.

126. The Directive states:

Whether or not the ingredient is considered to be a trade secret, the well licensee is to indicate whether or not the ingredient is considered to be hazardous under the Government of Canada’s Workplace Hazardous Material Information System (WHMIS) or nonhazardous. If the ingredient is a trade secret and is considered to be hazardous, then, in the Hazardous Materials Information Review Commission (HMIRC #) field, the licensee is to enter the HMIRC number indicating that the ingredient is exempt from the HMIRC requirement to disclose the chemical identity or concentration of the ingredient on the basis that it is confidential business information (i.e., a trade secret), and in the Ingredient Name field, enter the chemical family name of the ingredient.

\textit{Id.} at 26–27.


128. \textit{Id.}
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fluids based on green chemicals (which are extremely valuable trade secrets),\textsuperscript{129} the government does not require the disclosure of non-hazardous chemicals if the developer claims that they are trade secrets.\textsuperscript{130} Therefore, it is expected that numerous trade secret claims will be made for non-hazardous ingredients in Alberta.

3. Saskatchewan

In the province of Saskatchewan there is increasing shale oil and gas production from the Bakken shale that extends from North Dakota into Saskatchewan.\textsuperscript{131} Currently, there do not appear to be regulations in the province that specifically address the disclosure of the hydraulic fracturing fluid contents, although a new regulation could be created based on the existing Hydraulic Fracturing Fluids and Propping Agents Containment and Disposal Guidelines.\textsuperscript{132} These guidelines have required the reporting of information on flowback fluids to the Department of Energy and Resources since 2000.\textsuperscript{133} The guidelines require operators to continuously work on methods to reduce the impact of fracturing fluids and sands on the environment, such as selecting environmentally friendly additives, using no-leak containment devices, minimizing the volume of fracturing fluids used, and recycling sands.\textsuperscript{134}

4. New Brunswick

On June 23, 2011, the eastern province of New Brunswick mandated the disclosure of all proposed and actual contents of all fluids and chemicals used in the hydraulic fracturing process.\textsuperscript{135} In New Brunswick, the information that is required to be disclosed includes the type of base fluid and the total volume of hydraulic fracturing fluid to be employed; all additives including their trade names, suppliers, and their purpose;

\textsuperscript{129} PTAC & SCEK supra note 2, at 24.
\textsuperscript{130} If the ingredient is a trade secret and is considered non-hazardous, the oil and gas company has to fill out the Chemical Abstract Service # field, to enter “trade secret,” and in the Ingredient Name field, to enter the chemical family name of the ingredient. Directive 059, supra note 122, at 26–27.
\textsuperscript{133} Id. at 4.
\textsuperscript{134} Id. at 3.
the chemical ingredient name and the CAS number of each ingredient; the maximum concentration of each chemical; and the Current Material Safety Data Sheets. On February 15, 2013, the New Brunswick government adopted industry rules for “Responsible Environmental Management of Oil and Natural Gas Activities in New Brunswick.” Under the rules, mandatory disclosure of the hydraulic fracturing fluid contents is now required at least 30 days before hydraulic fracturing operations proceed. Disclosure before hydraulic fracturing operations are conducted makes the New Brunswick regime similar to the Wyoming system and different from most of the state and provincial systems discussed in the article. New Brunswick also requires a risk assessment be submitted to evaluate the potential health and environmental risks of each additive and the practices that will be used to manage these risks. Within 30 days after completion of the hydraulic fracturing activities, online post disclosure is required and may be posted on the FracFocus.ca website.

In the three Canadian provinces that have adopted a more comprehensive regulatory regime covering disclosure of fluid contents thus far, all of the provincial regulatory regimes stress the importance of public disclosure of the chemical additives in the fracturing operations. As there are only a few provinces to date that have tailored their oil and gas regulatory systems to address the emerging hydraulic fracturing chemical disclosure issue, Canada has not experienced the lack of uniform state information disclosure requirements apparent in the United States. However, since most trade secret protection provisions rely on the HMIRA in Canada, one can expect to see a higher degree of uniformity, at least at the trade secret protection claims level. Of the few provinces in Canada that have revised their disclosure requirements, B.C. and Alberta are following the trend of most U.S. states that this article has discussed. New Brunswick has a stronger regulatory regime with respect to the timing of the public disclosure, since it is the only provincial government in Canada that requires disclosure of the contents of fluids for a proposed hydraulic fracturing program before any hydraulic operations are commenced, a risk assessment, and public disclosure of hydraulic fracturing fluid contents. Alberta’s approach to disclosure has closed a gap with respect to trade secret claims that deal with non-hazardous substances, since it offers a simple procedure to register such a substance as a trade secret. In the absence of this regulation, it would have been more diffi-

136. Id. at 89.
137. Id. at 40.
138. Id. at 89.
139. Id. at 90.
140. Id.
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cult to protect a trade secret involving non-hazardous ingredients for
which HMIRA registrations are unavailable.

C. Australia

Without exception, all unconventional gas resources in Australia
occur on land. The recovery of unconventional gas resources is generally
divided into geographic regions according to the source rock for the gas,
and is essentially divided between eastern and western Australia.141 In
the younger sedimentary basins of the eastern half of Australia, there is a
dominance of coal resources and associated coal bed methane re-
sources.142 The four dominant coal basins in eastern Australia are the
Bowen and Surat Basins (Queensland), and the Gunnedah and Sydney
Basins (New South Wales).143 In the central and western parts of Aus-
tralia shale gas resources dominate, and are primarily found in the Canning
and Perth Basins in Western Australia, the Amadeus, Georgina, and
Beetaloo Basins in the Northern Territory, and the Cooper-Eromanga Ba-
sin in South Australia.144

Since all shale gas and CBM are found onshore, the exploration
for and extraction of the gas is regulated by the relevant states; there is
no enumerated power for the Commonwealth to regulate petroleum and
mineral activities under the Australian constitution.145 Rather, each Aus-
tralian state has the capacity to regulate activities for the “peace, welfare
and good government” of that state.146 As such, state acts and accompa-
nying regulations, guidance notes, and other non-binding information
resources govern the exploration for, and extraction of, unconventional
gas in Australia. Accordingly, chemical disclosure requirements relating
to the hydraulic fracturing process are stipulated in the relevant legisla-
tion of each state.

141. AUSTL. COUNCIL OF LEARNED ACADEMICS, ENGINEERING ENERGY: UNCONVENTIONAL
NAL/Final%20Report%20Engineering%20Energy%20June%202013.pdf [hereinafter
ACOLA].
142. Id.
143. See id. (discussing the coal fields of NSW and Queensland, and the geological
description of the eastern sediments and basins); see also GEOSCIENCE AUSTL., AUSTRALIAN IN
situ COAL RESOURCES (map of coal resources), available at http://www.ga.gov.au/corpor-
ate_data/74097/74097.pdf.; ACOLA, supra note 141, at 48.
144. ACOLA, supra note 141, at 48.
145. The only powers by which the Commonwealth could regulate the extraction of
Unconventional Gas Resources (UGR) is under Section 51(i) of the constitution (Interstate
and overseas trade and commerce), or 51(XX) of the constitution (Corporations Power).
146. For example, the preamble (section a) of the Constitution of Queensland, 2001;
section 5 of the Constitution Act 1902 (N.S.W.); and section 2(1) of the Constitution Act 1889
(W. Austl.) (to make laws for the peace, order, and good Government).
Although the Australian national government has no jurisdiction over the regulation of hydraulic fracturing activities and cannot compel states to require the disclosure of chemicals, the Council of Australian Government’s Standing Council of Energy and Resources endorsed the National Harmonised Framework for Natural Gas from Coal Seams (the Framework). The Framework is not a legislative document, but rather is intended to provide guidance to governments regulating CBM within their respective jurisdictions. Although titled a framework for gas from coal seams, the Framework applies to hydraulic fracturing activities in general, not just hydraulic fracturing related to CBM, therefore providing a framework for shale gas activities.

The Framework identifies 18 leading practices to be followed across all jurisdictions to “build a robust national regulatory regime.” One of these leading practices is that of full public disclosure of the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing activities. When making information publically available, the Framework requires a balance between the level of public disclosure and the need to protect intellectual property rights to encourage growth in research, development, and innovation. Where full public disclosure is not possible, arrangements should be in place to allow full disclosure to the regulator on a confidential basis. At present, no such confidential arrangements in Australian state jurisdictions exist. Full public disclosure of chemical use is recommended as part of this leading practice. While being mindful of the need to balance public disclosure against intellectual property, the Framework notes that the disclosed information should include names of the companies producing fracturing fluids and associated products; proprietary names (trade names) of compounds (fracturing fluid additives) being produced; chemical names of each additive used in each of the fluids; CAS numbers of each of the chemical components used in each of the fluids; general purpose and function of each of the chemicals used; maximum concentration (percent by mass) of the chemicals used; and any

147. The Standing Council on Energy and Resources (SCER) is a body established by the Council of Australian Governments (COAG), and its members are the relevant Ministers for energy and resources from the Commonwealth, states, territories, and New Zealand. SCER has particular policy responsibility, on behalf of COAG, regarding regulation and oversight of the energy and resources market in Australia. See STANDING COUNCIL ON ENERGY & RES., TERMS OF REFERENCE (2010), available at http://www.scer.gov.au/files/2011/09/Final-ToR-COAG-Sec-Updated-Membership-Jan-2012.pdf.
148. HARMONISED FRAMEWORK, supra note 79, at 9.
149. Id. at 7.
150. Id. at 9.
151. Id. at 7.
152. Id. at 63.
153. Id.
material safety data sheets for the chemicals or chemical products used. In order to protect commercially sensitive information, these categories of information should be contained in separate groupings/lists so that specific combinations or formulas used for proprietary products cannot be determined.

1. Queensland

Commercial CBM extraction in Australia occurs exclusively in Queensland at present. Systematic extraction of petroleum has occurred in Queensland since 1960, and CBM has become a significant source of gas in Queensland, supplying over 75 percent of the gas market and providing over 98 percent of the proved and probable gas resources in Queensland. Much of Queensland’s CBM that is currently being developed or produced is earmarked for export markets. As a result of the rapid expansion of the export market, huge CBM infrastructure developments are currently occurring in the Bowen and Surat Basins. The development of pipelines, liquid natural gas processing, and port facilities are associated with the gas infrastructure in Central Queensland around the Gladstone region.

The act initially responsible for onshore petroleum extraction was the Petroleum Act 1923 (Qld). This framework was seen as painfully inadequate for the regulation of the development of CBM, leading to the introduction of the Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act 2004 (Qld) (PGPSA). This act was meant to replace the antiquated 1923 act, however, some tenements that were granted under the 1923 act have native title conditions attached to them and are unable to be regulated under the PGPSA. As such, there are two acts applying to the regulation

154. Id. at 63–64.
155. Id. at 64.
159. Id.
160. This Act was hastily introduced in 2004 to address the increasing community and legal issues associated with coal bed methane production. See Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act, 2004 (Queensl.), available at: https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/Bills/51PDF/2004/PetGasProSaFB04Exp.pdf.
161. Native title is the recognition by Australian law that some Indigenous people have rights and interests to their land that come from their traditional laws and customs. It was
of the extraction of CBM in Queensland, although all regulation primarily occurs under the PGPSA.

The current regulatory approach in Queensland for CBM extraction and the impact of CBM projects is based on the philosophy of “adaptive environmental management.” This method of “learning by doing” is implemented primarily through the imposition of layered monitoring and reporting duties on the CBM operator alongside obligations to compensate for harm caused. This regulatory approach seeks to put in place a system to monitor and instigate change where necessary. Such adaptive management frameworks are “widely used to address unknown and unintended impacts when making important management decisions” regarding the environmental impacts of CBM extraction activities. Such legislative adaptation is regulated under the PGPSA and the Environmental Protection Act 1994 (QEPA), where a plethora of legislative changes have been made to accommodate such an adaptive management approach. The requirement for the disclosure of the chemicals used in the stimulation of wells, including the hydraulic fracturing of wells, was implemented as part of this adaptive management regime when it became apparent there was widespread community concern regarding hydraulic fracturing. The environmental regulation of hydraulic fracturing activities and the requirement for chemical disclosure in Queensland occurs under QEPA. The Act has the broad objective of protecting “Queensland’s environment while allowing for development that improves the total quality of life, both now and in the

recognized in Mabo v. Queensland II (1992) 175 C.L.R 1. It is legislated under the Native Title Act 1993 (Austl.).


163. “Adaptive management” is a process of decision-making in the face of uncertainty, in order to reduce this uncertainty over time through system monitoring. It is a tool used to not only change the system, but also to learn about the system. See ADAPTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT 1–16 (C. S. Holling ed., John Wiley & Sons 1978).


165. Id.

166. Id.

167. There have been over 300 amendments to the Petroleum and Gas (Production and Safety) Act, 2004 (Queensl.) (Austl.) since its commencement in 2004.

168. Such widespread concern is reported in many media reports, and is a source of activism for such community groups. See, e.g., Lock the Gate Alliance, available at http://www.lockthegate.org.au.

169. The QEPA requires such disclosure under the environmental Risk Authority required under Chapter 5 Part 1 of the Environmental Protection Act, 1994 (Queensl.) (Austl.).
future, in a way that maintains the ecological processes on which life depends (ecologically sustainable development). The QEPA sets out a program for the identification and protection of important elements of the environment, and creates a range of regulatory tools for controlling the activities of individuals and companies.

A critical environmental tool of QEPA is the Environmental Authority (EA), which an operator must undertake for a prescribed Environmentally Relevant Activity (ERA) under the Environmental Protection Regulation 2008 (Qld) (EPR). The EA licenses a company to undertake a petroleum activity, and includes the authority to undertake hydraulic fracturing activities. When applying for an EA, operators of petroleum activities must include an assessment of the likely impact of each relevant activity on the environmental values. The Application Requirements for Petroleum Activities Guideline assists companies in identifying the impacts of the petroleum activity on the environment through a risk assessment, and in turn proposing environmental protection commitments to help the administering authority decide the conditions of the EA. Where hydraulic fracturing is planned as part of the petroleum activities, the operator must include as part of the risk assessment under the EA the details of the proposed chemicals to be used in hydraulic fracturing; the toxicity of the chemicals; the mixture of the chemicals; and the geology of the seams to be fracked.

The EA is also required to provide evidence that fluids used in stimulation activities will not include restricted stimulation activities. Restricted Stimulation fluids are defined in section 206(2) of the QEPA as fluids used for the purpose of stimulation, including fracturing, that contain petroleum hydrocarbons (or chemicals that produce) containing benzene, ethyl benzene, toluene or xylene in more than the maximum

170. Environmental Protection Act, 1994 (Queensl.) s 3 (Austl.).
171. A prescribed Environmentally Relevant Activity (ERA) is an activity that requires approval and monitoring by either Local Government or State Government due to its potential to impact the environment. Prescribed ERA’s are defined under Schedule 2 of the Environmental Protection Regulation 2008, and include aquaculture, sewage treatment, metal recovery, surface coating, and asphalt manufacturing. Id.
173. See id. at s 3.
175. Id.
amounts prescribed under regulation 81B of the Environmental Plan (EP). 176

The EA is assessed by the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection (DEHP), and may include any conditions the regulator considers necessary or desirable. 177 All EAs approved by the environmental regulator are included in a Public Register. 178 This register outlines the EA number, the governing local government area, the tenure holder, and the type of tenure (for example, Authority to Prospect or Petroleum Lease). 179 Each EA outlines the type of activity carried out, the conditions of the EA, and, where well stimulation occurs, the list of chemicals that will be used. 180

When the holder of a resources permit intends to undertake hydraulic fracturing activities, they are required to provide a Notice of Intention to Undertake Hydraulic Fracturing Activities (NOI) to the Landholder. 181 This notice must be provided to the landholder at least 10 days prior to a fracturing activity, and is required to list the chemicals the holder of the resources permit expects to use during the hydraulic fracturing activities. 182 However, given that the properties of coal seams vary from location to location, it is recognized that the permit holder may need to alter the chemicals and volumes used to adequately fracture the coal seam. Consequently, there is also a requirement in Queensland to provide a report upon completion of the hydraulic fracturing program. 183

Once the hydraulic fracturing activity has been completed, a permit holder is required to provide a Notice of Completion of Hydraulic Fracture Activities (NOC) to the Landholder within 10 days after completing a hydraulic fracturing activity to the Landholder. 184 The Notice of

177. Environmental Protection Act 1994 (Queensl.) s 203 (Austl.).
179. See id.
181. A landholder is defined as a landowner or an occupier of the land. Petroleum and Gas (production and Safety) Regulation 2004 (Queensl.) s 1A p 1 (3) (Austl.).
183. Id.
184. Id. at s 2 30A(f).
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Completion outlines whether the well was completed, partially completed, abandoned or otherwise altered compared to the activities outlined on the NOI, the chemicals used in the activity, and the amounts used.\(^{185}\)

The permit holder is also required to lodge a detailed completion report for the hydraulic fracturing activities to the Regulator.\(^{186}\) The Hydraulic Fracturing Completion Report (HFRC) must provide a summary of the operations performed at each stage in carrying out the hydraulic fracturing activities, including the volume and type of chemical used at each stage.\(^{187}\) It must also include a Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Statement, which outlines the composition of the hydraulic fracturing fluid, including the quantity of each component of the hydraulic fracturing fluid, the concentration of each component in the hydraulic fracturing fluid, and the name of any chemical compound contained in the hydraulic fracturing fluid.\(^{188}\)

In summary, under current legislation in Queensland, the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing activities are disclosed under the requirements of an EA, and made available on a public register. The landholder receives additional notification of chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing activities prior to hydraulic fracturing activities under a NOI, and after hydraulic fracturing activities have been compiled through a NOC.

2. Western Australia

Community activism relating to CBM activities in Eastern Australia, social media, and American films such as *Gasland* have influenced attitudes regarding the development of shale gas in Western Australia.\(^{189}\) In response to these community concerns, the Western Australian government commissioned an independent analysis of the capacity of the existing regulatory framework to effectively regulate shale gas activities. The resulting report, The Regulation of Shale, Coal Seam and Tight Gas Activities in Western Australia (the Hunter Report), recognized that regulatory reform was required in order to provide community assurance.\(^{190}\) Particularly, the report determined that it was necessary to draft envi-
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environmental management regulations, and that chemicals used in the hydraulic fracturing process should be disclosed in a full and transparent manner. The Western Australia Department of Mines and Petroleum (WADMP), who regulates all petroleum activities in Western Australia, concurred with the recommendation, indicating that it would require that chemicals be included in Environment Plans, while protecting personnel and commercially sensitive information, and enacted the Petroleum and Geothermal Energy Resources (Environmental) Regulations 2012 (WA) (PGER(E)R) to achieve full disclosure.

In order to undertake a shale gas activity, the titleholder is required to submit an Environmental Plan (EP) for approval. The environment plan must include an implementation strategy for the activity, including measures to ensure that the environmental performance objectives and environmental performance standards in the EP are met. The required implementation strategy must identify the specific systems, practices, and procedures to be used to ensure that the environmental impacts and risks of the activity are reduced to as low as is reasonably practicable. It also must ensure that the environmental performance objectives and environmental performance standards in the EP are met.

The requirements for an EP are outlined in the Guidelines for the Preparation and submission of an Environment Plan (the EP Guidelines). Specific guidance regarding chemical disclosure as part of the EP are outlined in the Chemical Disclosure Guideline (Chemical Guidelines). The Chemical Guidelines stipulate that chemical disclosure is required for all “down-hole” petroleum or geothermal related activities, not just hydraulic fracturing, and includes seismic surveys, drilling, hydraulic fracturing, well testing, and waste disposal or storage. All chemicals used in the drilling and hydraulic fracturing activity are required to be
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disclosed. This requirement includes details of any chemicals or other substances that may be: “(a) in, or added to, any treatment fluids to be used for the purposes of drilling or hydraulic fracturing undertaken in the course of the activity; or (b) otherwise introduced into a well, reservoir or subsurface formation in the course of the activity.”

The reporting of chemicals used in petroleum activities is based on “systems-based” disclosure, where the “system” refers to each systematic stage of petroleum activities, including well drilling, well construction, well testing, hydraulic fracturing, production, and well closure (as appropriate). Specific products and chemicals are used for each system, and therefore are required to be reported as an individual system. This “systems-based” disclosure means that product information is disclosed separately from its chemical ingredients. In this way, details about products and chemicals are still provided to WADMP without compromising commercially sensitive information about product recipes. This differs from the initial disclosure requirements under the 2012 Information Note, which required that sensitive proprietary information be disclosed, and “alternative/suitable products/additives should be sought if full public disclosure cannot be achieved, or if approval to release the
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200. The WADMP requires all chemical disclosure information to be submitted using the Chemical Disclosure Reporting Template, to be attached as an Appendix to the EP and Summary EP. This enables the Appendix to be easily updated and resubmitted to DMP should future modifications be made to product and chemical use, as well as standardizing information for ease of use and comparison. The “systems-based” Chemical Disclosure Reporting Template comprises three separate tables which must be completed for each system in the petroleum activity:

1. PART A. Well and system details;
2. PART B. Product list, including product name, Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS), supplier name, purpose of use (such as Corrosion inhibitor, oxygen scavenger, biocide demulsifier, proppant, friction reducer), and product percentage content in system; and
3. PART C. Chemical ingredient list, which comprises a compilation of all chemical ingredients of every product identified in Part B. Each chemical should be identified only once in the chemical list, even if it is an ingredient in multiple products. Chemical ingredients within contingency products should be incorporated into the chemical list, as if they are going to be used. The scientific chemical name should be used—consistent with the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) naming convention. A CAS number is required for each chemical in this part. Where there are substances for which CAS numbers are not available the CAS for the bulk chemical component should be cited.

See Chemical Disclosure Guideline, supra note 197, at 4.
necessary details is not forthcoming from the manufacturer, supplier, importer or service operator.\(^{201}\)

This requirement was problematic for both operators and service companies, particularly given the small scale of operations in Western Australia.\(^{202}\) The reaction of both companies and the peak industry body, the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association (APPEA), compelled the WADMP to reconsider its requirements, seeking to achieve a balance between public interest and protection of trade secrets, which resulted in reforms in August 2013 to the public disclosure requirements for down-hole chemicals, providing assurance to operators and service companies that trade secrets will be preserved, while at the same time ensuring that down-hole chemicals will be selected based on their suitability for the activity rather than their patent status.\(^{203}\) This means that new, patented chemicals that are more appropriate to an activity will be selected, rather than older, patent-free chemicals that are only being used because their composition is not secret.

The “systems-based” approach allows operators to have greater flexibility with their choice of products. It can potentially allow use of commercially sensitive products that are more efficient (thereby reducing the need to use larger quantities of common chemicals) and more environmentally friendly. It can also allow use of scientifically beneficial products, such as products that enable a better understanding of underground petroleum activities, hydrogeology, or tracking fluid movement.\(^{204}\)

However, this “systems-based” disclosure does not make any provision for exempting proprietary chemicals from being publicly disclosed.\(^{205}\) Indeed, the operator is required to inform the supplier or manufacturer that all chemical information disclosed to DMP will be made publicly available.\(^{206}\) When the requested information is not forthcoming from a supplier or manufacturer, the operator should consider selecting alternative products and/or suppliers that will be able to meet chemical disclosure requirements. However, it is important to note that chemical disclosure requirements in Western Australia represent a quan-
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tum leap in disclosure, since Western Australia is among the first petroleum-producing jurisdictions in the world to require public disclosure of the chemicals used in not only hydraulic fracturing, but for all fluids used down-hole for all activities, including drilling and cementing.

The Chemical Reporting Disclosure Template is required to be included in the EP and the summary EP under section 15(9) of the PGER(E)R.207 Whereas the EP may contain commercially confidential information for the regulator, the summary EP, which contains only publicly available information and not commercially sensitive information, is made publically available on the WADMP website.208 This public disclosure of the summary EP implements the recommendation of the Hunter Report that the WADMP should “provide full, transparent disclosure of all chemicals used in Western Australia hydraulic fracturing operations.”209

Unlike the United States and Canada, chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing activities in Australia are not disclosed in a central register, such as FracFocus. Rather, as outlined above, there are different methods of disclosure for Western Australia and Queensland, where the chemicals are recorded in different registers and in different ways. However, state governments are investigating the application and deployment of a central registry system similar to the FracFocus Chemical Disclosure Registry.210

Western Australia and Queensland differ in their respective approaches to disclosure requirements, which can be attributable to the system of regulation. The preemptive regulatory approach of Western Australia means that the requirements for disclosure are clearly set out in the environment regulations and the associated Chemical Guidelines. As the chemical disclosure requirements in Queensland have partially developed as part of the adaptive management approach to regulating CBM activities, disclosure of chemicals to be used in hydraulic fracturing are required prior to the activity. Initially, there were no separate requirements outside of the environmental plan to disclose the chemicals used in fracturing process. However, as public interest, and ultimately dismay, relating to the fracking process has progressed, there has been a legislative response by the Queensland government. Such legislative response has included the need for disclosure to landholders both prior to
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hydraulic fracturing and after completion. This differs from Western Australia where disclosure is only required prior to the activity.

CONCLUSION

In the three countries that this article has examined, the United States, a pioneer in shale oil and gas development, has developed the largest number of individual state hydraulic fracturing fluid disclosure regulatory systems. In all three countries, there is lack of uniform public disclosure requirements between the federal government and the respective state or provincial laws. None of the countries have uniform public disclosure laws among the constituent states or provinces that are in the process of developing shale oil and gas regulatory regimes. Whether the contents of the fracking fluids need to be disclosed before the fracturing operations or after the fracturing operations (or both) varies among different states, as does the extent to which the fluid developer or owner may limit disclosure of the chemical contents of the fluid. The opportunity for concerned members of the public to challenge the validity of alleged trade secret claims also varies among different states; some governments have adopted procedures to evaluate the validity of fluid trade secret claims and others have not. Some state laws specifically address disclosure requirements for the chemical family of additives to fluids and others do not. These regulatory differences between states have the potential to cause confusion for oil and gas companies and members of the public, and lead to inconsistent regulation of the disclosure of fracking fluid contents in the United States and Australia. Clearly the existing regimes are inadequate in this regard.

The recent provisions that this article has analyzed reflect a balancing act on the part of all governments to facilitate increased disclosure to the general public about the contents of the fluids that are being used while respecting the intellectual property rights of fluid developers. In light of increasing public concern in all three countries (and other nations considering shale oil and gas development) about water contamination from fracking and the potential environmental, health, and safety impacts, most of the federal, state, and provincial governments require disclosure of some information about the contents of the fracturing fluids. At the same time, to encourage oil and gas investment in their respective jurisdictions, governments recognize and support the intellectual property rights of the service companies that have developed fluids. State and provincial governments usually require that some general information about the fluid be disclosed, such as the “chemical family” of each substance for which protection of the trade secret is sought. In light of the litigation in Wyoming, the first state to adopt state fluid disclosure laws in the United States, other governments would be wise to consider
the amount of public resources required to evaluate the merits of trade secret claims on a case-by-case basis before they adopt schemes to address the trade secret disclosure issue.

Typically, state and provincial laws in the three countries require disclosure about the type of chemicals, the volume of the base fluid and the trade name (if applicable), as well as the quantity and function of each additive along with its trade name and supplier. In both Canada and the United States, information about the fluid contents is disclosed to some government regulatory agencies or departments, or on the FracFocus website, or on publically accessible websites. States such as Texas, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, and the provinces of British Columbia and Alberta provide examples of jurisdictions that require disclosure of the contents of the fluids to the regulator on a publicly accessible website within prescribed time periods after the fracking operations have been completed. One specific weakness of the different state regulatory regimes in the United States is that in numerous jurisdictions it is unclear whether the claims made by industry operators are accurate and complete. A few states, such as Wyoming, have mandated disclosure of information on hydraulic fracturing activities before the operations proceed. Several state governments such as Colorado and Pennsylvania have mandated timely disclosure of fluid contents to medical professionals in order to help diagnose and treat exposure of oilfield workers to chemicals in fracturing fluids.

Unlike the United States and Canada, chemicals used in Australian fluids are not disclosed in a central register, such as FracFocus. Rather, there are a variety of methods of disclosure employed in the states of Western Australia and Queensland, where chemicals are recorded in different ways. Currently in Australia, state governments are investigating the deployment of a central registry system like FracFocus.

There should be laws in every jurisdiction for timely disclosure to provide a reasonable level of diagnosis and medical treatment for workers or members of the public exposed to these chemicals. Adopting uniform fluid content disclosure requirements in these three countries would reduce confusion on the part of both the public and companies operating in multiple jurisdictions. The recent laws that this article examined reveal broad based support on the part of state and provincial governments for more public disclosure about the contents of fracturing fluids. Increased public disclosure will address some concerns about contamination of drinking water from hydraulic fracturing in the United States, Canada, and Australia, and in other nations developing their shale oil and gas resources.